A Plea To Stop Overcharging & Over Indicting
Google the "Perfect Storm," eighty footers capsized a fishing boat
a true story, now translate that to tsunami-like waves
of corroded formulas threatening to capsize equality and hope –
there is so much chaos in this world we are searching for clarity
undoubtedly society double standards are killing us alive
in every meaningful category, there are unnecessary and grave disparities –
why is it we study analytics but ignore the numbers that count
the targeting of Blacks, Latinos, and select cultures can be compared
to the legalization of nicotine and alcohol epidemics authoring routes –
at the forefront now is overcharging and over indicting
plus there are too many tainted formulas defining public safety factors
and the immunity clauses for judicial & political officers are frightening –
so it’s time for independent audits the data surely wouldn't lie
it is alleged we've graduated oppression and the race card
but still, in identical situations, Caucasians live while the Blacks die –
more in depth if a drug or any conviction carries a 1 to 8
identical histories and situations a Caucasian would receive 1 or 2
while unjustifiably Blacks and Latinos are consistently receiving a 5 to 8 –
so I question why is it a disrespect to fight for your life
yesterday & today if you refuse to take a tainted plea offer
you'll secretly be prosecuted twice for exercising your rights –
I'm speaking respectfully from inside the lines as an actual statistic
policing is policing be it your home, the hood, your fraternities,
the rich, powerful relations, policing there should be no differences –
likewise with attorneys, judges, and political associations
most envision their dream careers with sincere blueprints but loose
their way in fear of blackballing, workplace, or fraternity retaliations –
money, power, nor fears should ever gauge truths or public safety factors
alleged upper-class communities and the hood literally embodies
the same things just different locations and different levels of actors –
today, the forecast is clear but the perfect storm is clearly evident
biblically the specks in my eyes are no better than the planks in yours
nor should money or relations be the gauge of notoriety or relevance –

just as true we can all be convicted for turning the other cheek
individually and professionally we are so success and career driven
to protect our elusion of success ethnically & morally we are all breached –
now Me Too reflections and our bottom lines are pricy
Rico & conspiracy statutes were never intended for small fries or the feisty
so the expectations of today's political climate to subside are highly unlikely –
until it touches home many will refuse to embrace alleged criminals
just know at our going rates hate and distaste will perpetuate
like in 200 years this title can potentially be considered a Bicentennial –
so beyond our pains and transgressions, we are all tired of fighting
my messages are truly sincere and intended to be a vehicle of healing
starting with this immediate plea to stop overcharging & over indicting –
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